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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our aim and agenda today is to share information about the suicide crisis – and why especially in the construction industry it is a great concern.First, we will take a look at some facts and statistics, we will look at Suicide as a symptom to the greater cultural problems and mental illness conditions that are pervasive and were worsened by Covid19.**Research suggests multiple, linking factors including genetics, environment and lifestyle influence whether someone develops a mental health condition.  Likewise, Suicide is complex issue with many factors.However, similar to workplace incidents there are things we can do about it – to prevent and  reduce the potential for these tragedies – as individuals & companies.  Our hope is that after our talk, you will be more informed about the problem AND prepared to take action at your workplaces.



Suicide Facts & Stats

• Death by Suicide is caused by injuring oneself with the 
intent to die.

• Attempted Suicide is when someone harms themselves 
with any intent to end their life, but they do not die as a 
result of their actions.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
One of the keys to raising awareness and feeling comfortable talking about Suicide is getting familiar with the terminologyDeath by suicide is ….Attempted suicide is ….One Note, when talking about Suicide is that we no longer want refer to a suicide as “successful” or “failed attempt” as we never want someone to feel like or imply the individual “failed” if thankfully they did not die when he/she self harmed.



Suicide Facts & Stats          (www.ourworlddata.org)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These are statistical number of deaths in the United States by cause .  For many years Suicide has been within the top 10 causes of death in the USA.A couple things to consider and note here: 1.  Suicide is also more common than homicide .around twice as many die from suicide as from homicide … 46,000 to 24,000  - Yet we see homicide reported Daily if not Hourly on our News Media.  Why is not given the same attention?2.  Another issue is that due to societal stigmas that have been associated with suicide  …it is expected that Statistics on Suicide are LOW because some of the deaths recorded as accidental in nature  … everything from motor vehicle collisions, drowning, overdose, workplace accidents – are in fact also Suicides.One thing that EVERYONE AGREES is that the consequence of suicide is a tremendous amount of pain and suffering to hundreds of thousands of people every year.  



USA - Suicide Stats & Facts            (CDC 2020)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Suicide is a leading cause of death in the US responsible for 46,000 deaths in 2020.  It has hovered around the top 10 causes of death for many years and we will see some more numbers on this ahead …..In 2020, an estimated 12.2 million American adults seriously thought about suicide, 3.2 million made a plan for suicide, and 1.2 million attempted suicide.Those 12.2 thinking about suicide are often tied to Depression, Stress, Anger, Anxiety …which unaddressed can lead to suicide which we will be talking about.



Poll Question #1

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
 Have you ever been touched by suicide, that is known someone – coworker, friend, family that died by suicide?  **Have response % Yes vs % No displayed…. No wrong answers.



Suicide Facts & Stats: By Age                          

• Death by Suicide occurs in all ages; however, certain groups have a substantially 
higher rate of suicide

• Suicide rates are recorded as per 100,000 – the USA avg is 13.9 
• Youth and Young Adults (age 10-24) account for 14% of all suicides.  Their rate of deaths per 

100,000 is lower than average (at 10.5) but it is the 3rd leading cause of death for these young 
people.  For youth ages 10-14, suicide is the 2nd leading cause of death.

• Middle Aged Adults (age 35-64) account for 47.2% of suicides in US, and it is the 9th leading cause 
of death for this group.  The highest incidents are with AI/AN men (36 per 100,000) and non-
Hispanic white men (35.3 per 100,000). Among middle-aged women, suicide rates were highest 
among white women (10.5 per 100,000) and non-Hispanic AI/AN women (9.8 per 100,000).

• Adults aged 75 and older are fewer than 10% of all suicides but have the highest suicide rate of 
any age group (at 19.1 per 100,000).  Men of that same age group have the highest rate 
compared to all other age groups (40.5 per 100,000) and non-Hispanic white men had the highest 
rate compared to other racial/ethnic men in this age group (47.8 per 100,000).  

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
One the following few slides we get a bit more granularThe purpose for providing these stats is to give you a greater understanding of who is being impacted by suicide and possibly help you spot those most at risk at your business and other social circles.Here we see ….. Death occurs by Suicide in all ages ; however certain groups have a substantially higher rate of suicide.Also note that because not every age group is the same size …The Rates are Calculated as Per 100,000Those persons in that 35-64 Middle Age are the ones we are most focused today as they are the greatest part of the workforce… and their physical pain – for illness/injury/aging can lead to drug and alcohol use and even lead to Suicide.



Suicide Stats & Facts: By Gender

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Suicide rates among males have consistently been around FOUR times higher than the rate among females.Here we see the Stats from “or world in data” and CDC reports similar for 2020… For Females the rate was 5.5 per 100,000For Males the rate was 22 per 100,000 … The main theory for WHY is that men are less likely to Talk about their feelings – suffering in silence – and Men are less likely to seek medical attention in general ..where their distress might be found out and they could receive help.



Suicide Stats & 
Facts : Location

Suicide rates vary substantially across geographic 
regions.  Rural areas experience much higher rates 
of suicide compared to urban areas.  

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Suicide Rates by State | Suicide | CDCCDC stats for 2020, reflect that the suicide rate in Texas is about the same as the national average 13.9 per 100,000States with lower population and greater rural landscape, ex. Alaska and Montana have twice as high suicide rateNature can be soothing but the ISOLATION is what can be problematic 



Suicide Facts & Stats: 
Veterans

• Suicide rates are higher among 
veterans.

• Veterans adjusted suicide rate is 
52% greater than the rest of the 
population.  

• People who previously served in 
the military account for about 
14% of the suicides among 
adults in the USA.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Veterans adjusted suicide rate is 52% greaterAnd amount to 14% of the suicides among adults in the USASome of the risk factors that increase the potential for suicide specifically among veterans include:Isolation (away from family)Stress (competitive and demanding environment) Physical & PsychologicalAccess to HandgunsPTSD (post traumatic stress disorder)



Suicide Stats & Facts: Firearms

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Firearms are one of the most common method for suicide globally, but it is significantly higher in the USA – 60% of firearm deaths in the USA are Suicides ..with the other 40% homicide and accidentalThe key take-away about this Firearm stat is that MOST people who attempt suicide do not die – unless they use a gun.  4% vs. 90%.  The reason is there is much less time to intervene when a firearm is involved.To address this problem, the recommendations are:Keep firearms in a secure storage – locked and separate from ammunitionIF there is someone suffering from Suicidal Ideation or  IF Warning Signs are noted, taking action to prevent access to FirearmsMost of all , help people KNOW that they are NOT ALONEHome | Everytown



Have Death by Suicide rates changed?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
YES …. Check these details … In 1990, the total was around 34,000 and increasing every  year with a 34% increase noted since 1999.The peak seen here was in 2016 (with 47,000 deaths by suicide) to now a slight decrease in 2019, and as we saw in previous CDC slide up again in 2020, to 46,000.Sadly, in every age group in the USA we have been seeing an increase in deaths by Suicide in the United States.  What has changed in our society in the past 20-30 years?Potential answers -  “Online/Social Media Life  On 8/6/91, the first Webpage – the internet was born…The 1990s email/internet web pages, blogs and chat rooms blew up … Followed by Myspace 2003, Facebook 2004, and now all the rest of the apps..Smart phones (I-phone Since 2007)Decline of Traditional Family Structure4.    Decline of Church/Religious Affiliation However, there is HOPE.  We can make changes to help 



Focus on Construction

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As we have seen, different groups and communities have been found to have a greater risk potential for death  by suicide.Construction Industry workers – both Men & Women – are suffering at a rate that is on average 4 times greater than the national average.. Of 13.9Here for Men – 49.4 per 100,000 and for Women 25.5 per 100,000See the note too below, that no other industry – other than construction – had a higher rate for women than the national average …In 2014, the WHO completed a study called Preventing Suicide: A global imperative – and began bringing focus to this health issue.In 2016, the CDC completed their own study and made the surprising to some – discovery of the – much higher rate of suicide amongst Construction Industry WorkersThis led to the CFMA forming the nonprofit ..CIASP to bring awareness and resources to all of us 



INTRODUCTORY THOUGHTS
The Workplace is Where Accidents Happen

A. Accident prevention is the most crucial part of a safety program and safe culture.
Recognizing that every employee has a physical and mental state every day they are at work.
Both the physical and the mental can affect the quality of work and can be contributors in an accident.
The successful corporation will be aware of all the employee needs and will seek to provide a workplace 
that creates teamwork, not individualism. And that provides a wanted work process for the greater good 
of the employee and employer.

B. The physical safety of workers is well laid out in most companies.

C. The emotional condition of the worker impacts the physical safety.

 Drugs and Alcohol (at home)  Lack of “Bonding” with Friends
 Family Issues (kids, spouse, etc.)  Political Wars
 Economic Issues  COVID | Seclusion
 Lack of Religious Affiliation  Workplace Battles

The employee you hired may not be the same employee today.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The successful corporation will be aware of all the employee needs and will seek to provide a workplace that creates teamwork not individualism.AT this point, we are doing a good job watching for physical things – slip/trip/falls, back strains, protecting hands…. But we need to go deeper to the mind and whole personC.  We need to be aware of the emotional condition of the worker --- d/a use, family issues, economic issues, religious affiliation etc.  What is happening with the worker at work and outside of the  work too.  



WHAT NEXT?

We want to:

► Focus on the Key Causes

► Share the Way of Intervention

► Discuss Ideas of Company 
Involvement

► View Safety as the 
“Whole” Worker Concept –
Physical and Mental

In the time we have today, we are acknowledging the crisis. 
We wish to broaden its scope and understanding.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Key is looking at the whole worker – Do not wait until the problem has reached “HR involvement” level Proactively address mental health 



THINGS THAT
UNCHECKED
CAN LEAD TO
SUICIDE AND 
WORKPLACE
DEATH

SUICIDE
DEATHS

WORKPLACE
VIOLENCE

DEATHS

MENTAL
HEALTH
ISSUES

ANGER

DEPRESSION
DRUGS
AND

ALCOHOL
STRESS

ECONOMIC
ISSUES GRIEF

WORKPLACE
LACK OF
CONTROL

LACK OF
BONDING |

MORAL
COMPASS

LACK
OF

“HELP”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These topics –Mental health, depression/grief, stress, drugs & alcohol, anger, violence can all result in Suicide…….But the two bottom items are the most critical that are leading to these problems:Lack of Bonding , Moral Compass to Anchor Folks and Lack of Help – otherwise like extended family 



PRIMARY RISK FACTORS FOR SUICIDE

► Anxiety Disorder
► Drugs and Alcohol
► Depression
► Opioid Abuse
► Social Phobia

MENTAL CONDITION

► Relationally
► Procedurally
► Culture

► Family of Origin Trauma
► Lack of Family Support
► Marriage Issues
► Children Issues

FAMILY HISTORY/MAKE UP

► Age Related Physical Deterioration
► Injuries with Related On-Going Pain
► Life Experiences

PHYSICAL ILLNESS AND 
DETERIORATION

LACK OF WORK 
UNDERSTANDING OR SUPPORT

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
THESE ARE ALL RISK FACTORS alone an increase potential the more that are a problemThe workplace should be a place of Support!



Focus on Construction: Risk Factors for 
Suicide

Economic stressors –
Seasonal Layoffs

Isolation & 
separation from 

family 

High prevalence of 
alcohol and 

substance abuse

Competitive high 
stress environment

“Tough Guy” culture 
of fearlessness & 

recklessness& 

Large exposure to 
potential physical 

strains &/or 
psychological trauma

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In addition to these just reviewed ….The CDC study found that the construction industry exhibits many common risk factors that are associated with feelings of helplessness and loss of control:End-of-season layoffs and Economic Recession  (1)Separation from family – Isolated Work (2) High prevalence of alcohol and substance abuse (3)Competitive, high-pressure work environment (4)Exposure to both Psychological and Physical Stress (5)Tough Guy culture – Rewards Fearlessness & Recklessness (6)Over my career as a Risk Consultant – making job site visits to construction jobsites all over Texas .. I have observed far too often these last two especially .. “the just get it done” mentality no matter the risk  ..not only is a recipe for Accidents & Injuries … it has left OUR workers feeling Stressed & Hopeless



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
THIS is a flyer from the Center for Disease Control with the WARNING SIGNS that a person may be thinking about suicide**Talking about being a burden to others**Expressing sadness, anger, anxiety **Changes in behaviors … ex. withdrawing, suddenly acting reckless, mood swingsHowever, much like any other illness, suicidal ideation, i.e. having suicidal thoughts can be a chronic, persistent issue or it can be an acute sudden occurrence.  The key is to know the signs and then be prepared to LISTEN and offer to HELP connect them with others who can do more .LivingWorks program is excellent … They use the acronymT – une InA – ask directly S – state suicide is seriousC – connect them with helpBE on the LOOKOUT for these Signs!



CDC STRATEGY
TO REDUCE THE
RISK OF SUICIDE

 Strengthen Economic Support
 Create Pro-Active Environments
 Promote Connectedness
 Teach Coping and Problem-Solving Skills
 Actively Lessen Harms and Prevent Future Risk
 Identify and Support People at Risk
 Strengthen Access and Delivery of Suicide Care

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These are Excellent Ideas from the CDC …Open door policy / get to Know WorkersTeamwork!Identify those at risk – and provide support Look at your Benefits … how can you improve ?



Poll Question #2

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Do you know the new Crisis # to connect with live counseling regarding Suicide??   ANSWER 988



SUICIDE PREVENTION

MENTAL HEALTH ISSUES



Mental Health vs Mental Illness

A condition that affects a person’s thinking, 
feeling, behavior, or mood.
1. This is day-to-day living and does affect 

our functioning.

2. Mental illness is when this normal 
condition is impacted by crisis which 
causes potentially severe mood swings.

• NOTE:
•  9 in 10 U.S. adults deal with mood swings
•  1 in 5 U.S. adults experience mental illness 
in a year
•  1 in 20 U.S. adults experience serious 
mental illness
•  50% of all mental illness begins by age 14; 
and 75% by age 24



CAUSES OF MENTAL ILLNESS

► Family History of Disorder

► Chemical Imbalances in the Brain

► Drug and Alcohol Abuse

► Significant Increase in Daily Stress

► Excessive Worries, Fears, etc.

► No Outlets for Stress

► Poverty and Low Levels of Social Support

► Extreme Changes in Regular Routine



SIGNS OR SYMPTOMS OF ANXIETY DISORDER –
A Form of Mental Illness 

► Worry

► Fear

► Tiredness

► Muscle Tension

► Chest Tightness

► Sweating

► Trembling

► Headaches

► Dizziness
NOTE: Unless extreme, could be normal life.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Unless extreme – could be normal life … 



MENTAL ILLNESS MYTHS

MYTH:  Mental Illness 
Does Not Affect 
Anyone I Know. 

MYTH:  Talking With Someone 
About Their Mental Health 
Struggles, Even Suicide, 
Will Make Them Feel Worse.

MYTH:  People With 
Mental Illness Cannot 
Hold Down a Job.

MYTH:  People With 
Mental Illness Are 
Violent and Dangerous.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Mental Illness impacts many – more than we know .  Some deal with it differently and better than others but many are impacted.Many persons with mental illness are working .. And productive.  They are managing it.  Ex. I know persons who have ADHD and Anxiety and gainfully employed.Most people with mental illness do not become violent.Talking with folks does NOT make it worse.  They want Support and they want to know that others CARE.  Talking with Friends is Good. 



Stigma of Mental Illness & Suicide Ideation

Definition: Stigma  - A mark of disgrace associated with a particular circumstance, 
quality, or person:

1."the stigma of having gone to prison will always be with me" ·

1.synonyms:
shame · disgrace · dishonor · stain · taint · blot · blot on one's 
escutcheon · blemish · brand · mark · slur · smirch

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
STIGMA – DefinedTalking about Mental Illness and/or Thoughts of Suicide can be difficult because it is a complex issue, but can be made more difficult due to Stigma.  2.  However the challenge is to CHANGE the culture.  Death by Suicide and Talking about Suicide should not be stigmatized…..3.  Also, unfortunately, some people still conceal the death of their loved ones by suicide which can compound the feelings of shame and isolation AND is also detrimental to society at large because we are not transparent about what is happening, do not provide appropriate support and care as if we could if we were aware.4.  Thankfully talking about our mental health is becoming more common and less stigmatized.  

https://www.bing.com/search?q=define+shame&FORM=DCTRQY
https://www.bing.com/search?q=define+disgrace&FORM=DCTRQY
https://www.bing.com/search?q=define+dishonor&FORM=DCTRQY
https://www.bing.com/search?q=define+stain&FORM=DCTRQY
https://www.bing.com/search?q=define+taint&FORM=DCTRQY
https://www.bing.com/search?q=define+blot&FORM=DCTRQY
https://www.bing.com/search?q=define+blemish&FORM=DCTRQY
https://www.bing.com/search?q=define+brand&FORM=DCTRQY
https://www.bing.com/search?q=define+mark&FORM=DCTRQY
https://www.bing.com/search?q=define+slur&FORM=DCTRQY
https://www.bing.com/search?q=define+smirch&FORM=DCTRQY


The Problem 
with 
Stigmatizing 
Mental Illness

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is a Diagram with the problem too with the StigmaPersons and Businesses avoid talking about suicidal thoughts because they worry about “what It means” about them And/or how it may impact them … even especially their work and livelihoodBy not addressing the issues – hiding it and/or feeling ashamed – we do not get the treatment and help needed.



HOW TO COPE WITH DAY-TO-DAY 
VARIOUS DEGREES OF MENTAL ILLNESS

► Accept Your Feelings

► Deal With Unusual Behavior

► Establish a Support Network

► Seek Counseling

► Take Time Out

► Deal With the Issue, Do Not Hide It

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
At work, establish a support networkIf you need it, seek counselingDeal with issues do not ignore or hide them!



SUICIDE PREVENTION

DEPRESSION
 SADNESS
GRIEF



WHAT IS DEPRESSION?Symptoms of Depression
► Not caring about things one used to
► Feeling sad, down, or hopeless most of the day, 

nearly every day
► Weight gain or loss
► Sleeping too much or too little
► Fatigue | Lack of energy
► Feelings of guilt or worthlessness
► Forgetfulness
► Confusion
► Moving and speaking more slowly than usual
► Restlessness or having trouble staying still
► Thoughts of death or suicide

Depression (major depressive disorder) 
is a common and serious medical 
illness that negatively affects how you 
feel, the way you think, and how you 
act. Fortunately, it is also treatable. 
Depression causes feelings of sadness 
and/or a loss of interest in activities 
you once enjoyed. It can lead 
to a variety of emotional and 
physical problems and can 
decrease your ability to 
function at work 
and at home.



Depression is Different 
from Sadness or Grief/Bereavement

But being sad is not the same as having depression. The grieving process is natural and unique to 
each individual and shares some of the same features of depression. Both grief and depression 
may involve intense sadness and withdrawal from usual activities. They are also different in 
important ways:

► In grief, painful feelings come in waves, often intermixed 
with positive memories of the deceased. In major depression, mood and/or interest 
(pleasure) are 
decreased for most of two weeks.

► In grief, self-esteem is usually maintained. In major depression, feelings of worthlessness and 
self-loathing 
are common.

► In grief, thoughts of death may surface when thinking 
of or fantasizing about “joining” the deceased loved one. 
In major depression, thoughts are focused on ending one’s life due to feeling worthless or 
undeserving of living or being unable to cope with the pain of depression.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These are part of life .. But if go on too long a problem.Solve the problem with Faith & Family = support



PREVENTATIVE MEASURES

Rest, Sleep, 
Seek to Be Calm

Improve Eating 
Habits

Exercise | 
Purposeful

Talk Out the 
Concerns | 
Make a List

Companions, 
Partners, 

Teammate Help

Medications –
Various Kinds, 
Seek Medical 

Help
Counseling

Get Someone 
Else Involved –

You are Not 
Alone

Avoid Alcohol 
and 

Uncontrolled 
Drugs

Never Hide It or 
Go Alone

Seek Others to 
Help

Find Ways to 
Stabilize Life 

More

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Make connections with others – therapists , friends, teammates, coworkers, etc.Avoid Isolation Get rest – 8 hours recommended! – and take care of your body – many studies related to impact on body AND mental and emotional!!Take time in nature – Recommend : 3 Day Effect (audible book) by Florence WilliamsStudy on three different groups (Veterans with PTSD, Battered Women / domestic violence overcomers / individual that was anti-nature) and all three showed marked physical and emotional – healing from spending time in nature and disconnecting from technology….



Poll Question #3

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Has your company participated in Suicide Prevention Awareness Week or at some other time provided training and information about suicide prevention?  **Have response % Yes vs % No displayed.  We want to get to 100%



SUICIDE PREVENTION

STRESS
IN THE

WORKPLACE



WHAT IS STRESS?

Stress is a normal human reaction that happens to everyone. In fact, the human body is designed to experience 
stress and react to it. When you experience changes or challenges (stressors), your body produces physical and 
mental responses. That is stress.

Stress responses help your body adjust to new situations. Stress can be positive, keeping us alert, motivated, and 
ready to avoid danger. For example, if you have an important test coming up, a stress response might help your 
body work harder and stay awake longer. But stress becomes a problem when stressors continue without relief or 
periods of relaxation.

Stress means different things to different people. What causes stress in one person may be of little concern to 
another. Some people are better able to handle stress than others. And not all stress is bad. In small doses, stress 
can help you accomplish tasks and prevent you from getting hurt. For example, stress is what gets you to slam on 
the brakes to avoid hitting the car in front of you. That is a good thing.

Our bodies are designed to handle small doses of stress. But we are not equipped to handle long-term, chronic 
stress without ill consequences.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Stress is Normal!   And not bad in small doses, can be helpfulLeading cause of stress =Change … especially change that you did not cause or cannot controlBiggest Help in Time of Stress = Your Team / Your People Biggest Problem is “going it alone” and/or ignoring the situation



WHAT ARE SYMPTOMS OF STRESS?

1. Emotional symptoms of stress 
include:

 Becoming easily agitated, 
frustrated, and moody

 Feeling overwhelmed, 
as if you are losing control 
or need to take control

 Having a hard time relaxing 
and quieting your mind

 Feeling bad about yourself 
(low self-esteem), and 
feeling lonely, worthless, 
and depressed

 Avoiding others

2. Physical symptoms of stress include:
 Low energy
 Headaches
 Upset stomach, including diarrhea, 

constipation, and nausea
 Aches, pains, and tense muscles
 Chest pain and rapid heartbeat
 Insomnia
 Frequent colds and infections
 Loss of sexual desire and/or ability
 Nervousness and shaking, ringing 

in the ears, and cold or sweaty 
hands and feet

 Dry mouth and a hard time swallowing
 Clenched jaw and grinding teeth

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Note similar to Depression / Grief !



WHAT ARE SYMPTOMS OF STRESS?

3. Cognitive symptoms of stress 
include:

 Constant worrying

 Racing thoughts

 Forgetfulness and 
disorganization

 Inability to focus

 Poor judgment

 Being pessimistic or seeing 
only the negative side

4. Behavioral symptoms of stress include:

 Changes in appetite – either not 
eating or eating too much

 Procrastinating and avoiding 
responsibilities

 More use of alcohol, drugs, or 
cigarettes

 Having more nervous behaviors, 
such as nail biting, fidgeting, 
and pacing

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
See it impacts processing – Mental Causes us to lose focus, have poor judgement and possibly procrastinate to avoid the problem OR use D/A to try to cope with the feelings



► Problems with Workers in Workforce
 Fellow Employees
 Supervisor
 Company Changes

► Job Expectations Not Clear, Changes, etc.

► Lack of Recognition for the Work You Do

► Work Becoming Harder or Monotonous

► Job Creating Unusual Exhaustion

► Feeling Company Does Not Care

WORKPLACE
CONTRIBUTIONS TO STRESS

OTHER STRESSORS WHICH COULD 
IMPACT WORKPLACE

► Getting Married or Divorced
► Starting a New Job
► The Death of a Spouse or Close Family Member
► Getting Laid Off
► Retiring
► Having a Baby
► Money Problems
► Moving
► Having a Serious Illness
► Problems at Work
► Problems at Home

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Fellow employees – being jokesters, horseplay, ..bullying and/or Feeling left out and having favoritesAll of these can lead to Anger and Violence



WHAT ARE SOME STRATEGIES
FOR STRESS RELIEF?

You cannot avoid stress, but you can stop it from becoming overwhelming by 
practicing some daily strategies:

► Exercise when you feel symptoms of stress coming on. Even a short walk can 
boost your mood.

► Think about what you have accomplished – not what you did not get done.

► Set time specific goals for your day, week, and month. Narrowing your view will 
help you feel more in control of the moment and long-term tasks.

► Consider talking to a therapist or your healthcare provider about your worries.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Manage on the positiveDevelop plans – attainable goals



WHAT ARE SOME WAYS TO PREVENT STRESS?

Many daily strategies can help you keep stress at bay:
 Try relaxation activities, such as meditation, yoga, tai chi, breathing exercises and muscle 

relaxation. Programs are available online, in smartphone apps, and at many gyms and 
community centers.

 Take good care of your body each day. Eating right, exercising, and getting enough sleep 
help your body handle stress much better.

 Stay positive and practice gratitude, acknowledging the good parts of your day or life.
 Accept that you cannot control everything. Find ways to let go of worry about situations you 

cannot change.
 Learn to say “no” to additional responsibilities when you are too busy or stressed.
 Stay connected with people who keep you calm, make you happy, provide emotional 

support, and help you with practical things. A friend, family member, or neighbor can 
become a good listener or share responsibilities so that stress does not become 
overwhelming.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Don’t tolerate the Bully Boss/ManagerStay Positive Yourself and Focus what you can control .. Accepting what you cannotSERENITY PRAYER



BUILD A POSITIVE 
WORKPLACE  ENVIRONMENT

 Establish Trust
 Be Real
 Be Honest
 Be Fair

 Set Clear Expectations
 Open Door Policy - Allow and 

Seek Feedback
 Recognize and Reward Good 

Work
 Have An Employee Development 

Attitude
 Get Employees Involved
 Keep Your Eyes and Ears Open

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Appreciate your employeesDo not tolerate – bully bosses, malicious gossip, AND definitely do not be that person!Set Clear expectations- attenable goalsBe open to feedback and Conduct regular communicationCelebrate successes … Recognize good effortBe positive and thankful – create an environment where people want to come to work



SUICIDE PREVENTION

DRUGS
AND

ALCOHOL
IN THE WORKPLACE



DRUGS AND ALCOHOL IN WORKPLACE
Statistical Analysis

► 22-30% of all injured workers who are prescribed pain medication misuse 
them.

► More than 50,000 workers die each year due to opioid overdose.
► Most experts believe drugs to be the leading cause of workplace violence.

► Fatality rate for all industries is 3.5 per 100,000 workers.
In construction, it is 9.5 per 100,000 workers.

► Suicide rate for all industries is 13.9 per 100,000 workers. 
In construction, it is 45 per 100,000 workers.

► Workplace violence claims are on a consistent 
rise every year over the last 10 years. The 
expectation is that there will be 21-25,000 
workplace violence claims every year.

► Drug use is the most reported cause 
or contribution to workplace violence.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We offer DOT / Reasonable Suspicion class .. As well as many other classes on these topics …This can be illegal drugs / medications or alcohol .. Your workplaces have them ..just look closer



WORKPLACE FACTORS THAT CAN INCREASE RISK FOR ABUSE

► High Stress
► High Demand/Low Control Situations
► Low Job Satisfaction
► Long Hours or Irregular Shifts
► Fatigue
► Repetitious Duties
► Periods of Inactivity or Boredom
► Isolation
► Lack of Opportunity for Promotion
► Lack of, Remote, or Irregular Supervision
► Easy Access to Substances

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Drug and Alcohol are used as a coping mechanismBut – It only makes the Problems increase or cause other problems and Never really helps



What Are The Costs to A Workplace?

Costs to a business may be both direct and indirect. The impact of substance use that have been reported include:
► Safety (Fatalities, Incidents, etc.)
► Absenteeism | Sick Leave| Turnover or Presenteeism
► Loss of Production
► Workplace Violence and Harassment

Additional costs can include:
► Tardiness | Sleeping on the Job
► Theft (e.g., Money, Items Taken for Resale)
► Poor Decision Making
► Loss of Efficiency
► Lower Morale and Physical Well-Being of Worker and Co-Workers
► Increased Likelihood of Having Trouble With Co-Workers or Supervisors
► Disciplinary Procedures
► Drug Testing Programs
► Medical | Rehabilitation | Employee Assistance Programs
► Training of New Employees

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Huge contributor to Absenteeism and Presenteeism



DRUGS AND ALCOHOL IN THE WORKPLACE
Signs to Look For

Leave and Attendance
 Unexplained or unauthorized 

absences from work

 Frequent tardiness

 Excessive use of sick leave

 Patterns of absence such as the 
day after payday or frequent 
Monday or Friday absences

 Frequent unplanned absences due 
to “emergencies” (e.g., household 
repairs, car trouble, family 
emergencies, legal problems)

Performance Problems

 Missed deadlines

 Careless or sloppy work or 
incomplete assignments

 Production quotas not met

 Many excuses for incomplete 
assignments or missed 
deadlines

 Faulty analysis

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SIMILAR ! To depression / Stress / Anxiety / and other mental distress ..So you have to talk to the person, and know the person to understand what is happening



DRUGS AND ALCOHOL IN THE WORKPLACE
Signs to Look For

Behavior at Work

The appearance of being inebriated or under the 
influence of alcohol might include:
 The smell of alcohol
 Staggering or unsteady gait
 Bloodshot eyes
 Smell of alcohol on the breath
 Mood and behavior changes such as excessive 

laughter and inappropriate loud talk
 Excessive use of mouthwash or breath mints
 Avoidance of supervisory contact, especially after 

lunch
 Tremors
 Sleeping on duty

Relationship at Work

 Relationships with 
co-workers may 
become strained

 The employee may 
be belligerent, 
argumentative, or 
short-tempered, 
especially in the 
mornings or 
after weekends 
or holidays

 The employee may 
become a “loner”



What To Do?
1. Make Sure These Issues Are in Your Written Employee Handbook and Policy

2. HR Needs to Be Involved

3. Do You Have Employee Assistant Plan (EAP)

4. Gather and Document Fact, Firsthand

5. Review Facts Between All Appropriate 
Management Personnel

6. Confront Employee
 In Private Place
 Confidentially
 Let Employee Explain

7. Drug and Alcohol Testing

8. Follow Company Policy

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
On “confront employee”Privately, confidentially and Focus on Observations (whats different) not accusingLet the person talk and explain .. May seem like D/A and be some other Distress



SAMHSA
(Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services 

Administration)

National Helpline
(24/7 | 365 Days a Year)

1-800-662-HELP (4357)

New 24-Hour Suicide Watch Line

988



SUICIDE PREVENTION

ANGER MANAGEMENT
IN THE

WORKPLACE



CAUSES OF ANGER IN THE WORKPLACE

► Salary and Benefits
► Vacation and Time Off
► Job Changes
► Lack of Job Security or 

Personal Security

PERSONAL ISSUES

► Horseplay
► Bullies
► Favoritism
► Lack of Consistency

PEOPLE ISSUES

► Marital
► Kids
► Shock Life Experience

 Death
 Illness | Disease

HOME ISSUES

► Boss
► Fellow Workers
► Personal Personality

PERSONALITY ISSUES THE UNEXPECTED



ANGER MANAGEMENT
Warning Signs of Anger

1. Emotional signs of anger include:
 Sadness
 Irritability
 Guilt
 Resentment
 Feeling like you need to hurt someone
 Needing to be alone
 Needing to isolate one’s self
 Numbness

2. Behavioral signs of anger include:

 Clenching of fist

 Pounding of fist on any surface

 Pacing

 Raising one’s voice

 Any act of aggression/passive-aggression

3. Physical signs of anger include:
 Rapid heart rate
 Difficulty breathing
 Headache
 Stomachache
 Sweating
 Feeling hot in the face and neck
 Shaking

4. Mental signs of anger include:

 Difficulty concentrating

 Obsessing on the situation

 Thinking vengeful thoughts

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Is any of this getting out of control?Must be tuned in and Watchful .. Every manager / Front Line Supervisor // and really coworkers for each other 



WAYS TO CONTROL ANGER
Using Coping Thoughts
Once you realize you are angry, you can start to calm
yourself down mentally.
► Calm down first and think this through.
► This may not be as bad as it seems.
► This is just one incident – it does not define my life.
► I can manage this situation.
► It is alright to be upset. – I have the right to be upset. –

I am angry.
► What needs to be done immediately? (Damage 

control/solution-focused mode).
► Bad things/mistakes do happen. – Nothing says 

that things will go right all the time.
► There is no need to feel threatened here.
► I have no control over other people and their feelings. 

But I have control over myself.
► I have managed anger successfully before and I will again.

Workplace Causes
of Anger
► Stress | Heat

► Improper Behavior | 
Horseplay, Bullying, etc.

► Poor Communication

► New Work Environment

► Unresolved Conflict

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Causes …Controls …Thinking about his as a Risk Manger – Focused on Controls…	?  Pre-Planning : for tools needed, shade, water, PPE	? Has there been regular communication about what to expect including changes ..especially the new worker –does he/she know what to expect ? Are we doing good orientation / Mentorship available or other Buddy/Partner? Are we following best practices and NOT tolerating horseplay, bullying etc.Address Conflicts … Do not Ignore !!! Move people to resolve their conflict and be sure to document what is happening***If you like reading the bible see: Mathew 18:15-20 for a good how-to guide



SUICIDE PREVENTION

WORKPLACE
VIOLENCE



Workplace violence
Statistical Information

 In the United States, there are over 2,000,000 victims of workplace violence 
every year.

 Men represent 75% and women 25% of those affected.
 Workplace violence causes American businesses to lose 250-350 billion 

dollars every year.
 94% of American workers have been bullied at least once at work.

Note: This was in 2020 – up from 62% in 2008.
 Workplace violence is real –
 Nearly 400,000 assaults occur in the workplace every year.
 52,000 rapes and sexual assaults occur in the workplace every year.
 Nearly 100,000 robberies occur in the workplace every year.
 There are between 400-500 workplace violence fatalities in the 

workplace every year since 2012.
 55% of employees, when surveyed, indicated they are unsure or 

unaware of their company’s emergency and security plans.
 The average cost of a workplace violence incident settlement 

out of court runs $500,000.
 In 77% of all workplace violence incidences, the perpetrator

is a fellow employee.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Data on the slide



Workplace violence
Indications

 Workplace Conflicts
 Increased use of alcohol or illegal drugs
 Unexplained increase in absenteeism; vague physical 

complaints
 Noticeable decrease in attention to appearance and hygiene
 Depression/Withdrawal
 Resistance or over reaction to changes in policy or 

procedures
 Repeated violation of company policies
 Increased or severe mood swings
 Noticeably unstable, emotional responses
 Explosive outbursts of anger or rage without provocation
 Suicidal: Comments about “putting things in order”
 Increasing talks of problems at home
 Escalating domestic problems into the workplace
 Talk of previous incidents of violence
 Empathy with individuals committing violence

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Things to be on the look-out



Workplace violence
How to Resolve Employee to Employee Conflict

1. Understand Nature of the Conflict

2. Encourage Employees to Work Together to Work Out the Conflict

3. Nip It in the Bud Quickly

4. Listen to Both Sides

5. Determine the “Real” Issue… Together

6. Find a Solution

7. Write It Up… Document

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Follow these steps



CAUSES OR INDICATIONS OF A 
“TOXIC” WORK ENVIRONMENT

Excessive 
Employee 
Turnover

Little to No 
Work-Life 
Balance

Cliques, 
Exclusive 

Behavior, Gossip

Ineffective 
Leadership

Poor 
Communication 

Up or Down

Few Growth 
Opportunities

All are 
contributions
to workplace 
breakdown. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Controls to Reduce Potential / Combat – causes of Toxic Work Environment :Turnover: Good Screening (careful who you hire!) / Good orientation / Good Training & DevelopmentWorklife Balance: Consider the worker and their Life Outside the workplace . Be reasonable about what can be done in an 8 hour day.  Communication : Should be regular and Positive as possible.  Be open to input and feedback from employees.Cliques, exclusive behavior, gossip:  Good written policies and intolerance for cruel and exclusive behavior.A bad apple can turn the bundle, BUT most of these issues – even that issue – are issues regarding LEADERSHIP 



What is 

Workplace 

Violence?

“Workplace violence is any act or threat of 
physical violence, harassment, intimidation, 
or other threatening disruptive behavior that 
occurs at the worksite.” OSHA

OSHA estimates there are over 2,000,000 victims of workplace 
violence in the workplace every year. These acts include:

► Violent acts by criminals who have no other connection with 
the workplace but enter to commit robbery or another crime.

► Violence directed at employees by customers, clients, 
patients, students, inmates, or any others for whom an 
organization provides services.

► Violence against coworkers, supervisors, or managers by a 
present or former employee.

► Violence committed in the workplace by someone who does 
not work there but has a personal relationship with an 
employee – an abusive spouse or domestic partner.



1. Adopt a formal workplace violence training program and 
policy.

2. Have supervisors take an active role in awareness, 
involvement, and prevention in the workplace.

3. Provide regular training.
4. Foster a climate of trust and respect in the workplace.
5. Prevent toxic workplaces by refusing to allow bullying and 

harassment.
6. Look out for steps to prevent negativity in the workplace.
7. Encourage employees to “speak up” if they have 

concerns.
8. Seek to resolve employee disputes early and clearly.
9. Document all threats and the steps you took to resolve.

10. Evaluate security systems and procedures at job sites.
11. Have open door policy.
12. Discipline offenders as needed up to termination.

WORKPLACE 

VIOLENCE 

Prevention

Training

Tips

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Supervisors take an active role in awarenessProvide regular trainingFoster a climate of trust and respect in your workplace



What Can 
We Do 
About it?

• Management Commitment
• Identify Program Champions
• Share Information & Educate Employees

Leadership

• OSHA standards
• Beyond Compliance: Health & Wellness
• Employee Engagement  
• Incentives & Accountability 

Evaluate: Safety Culture  

• Employee Benefits – Medical Plans, EAPs 
• Action Plans:  Level 1, 2, 3
• Other Resources

Programs & Resources

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So, What Can We Do?  First, Management must make the Commitment to Focus on the Causes of Suicide and Mental Illness and realized that we must be concerned about the whole worker: both physical and mental.  With proper commitment and resources, management can identify “champions” for the cause and share information with the entire enterprise.Highly Recommend ---  “Three Levels of Integrating Suicide Prevention in Your Company” created by the Construction Industry Alliance for Suicide Prevention.Finally, we will talk about additional resources (internal & external) of support including medical plans, EAPS, national and private resources available online



Poll Question #4

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
 Does your company’s safety program include evaluations, training and resources regarding  HEALTH & WELLNESS  ex. Heart Health, Stress Management, Weight Loss, etc?**Have response % …..Yes , Yes but not Enough,  or No



Leadership:  Management Commitment

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Over my 20+ years of working with companies,I have seen time and again that Management Commitment – aka Leadership is the #1 key to success or failure of safety initiatives  (for example safe driving / use of PPE) and now Suicide Prevention!  So I want to start hereA Good Leader/ Management Team will:Empower People – by giving them not only “permission” but also the TIME our greatest and most precious asset and Resources aka money for training and/or tools neededInspire People – the best scenario also is when the Owner/Leader/Management are Walking the Walk and not just talking the Talk .. Example – Jobsites with the Supervisor wearing no PPE ---wrong!Shared Vision – Management must take the time to set Objectives/Goals and Help Integrate the Suicide Prevention = Mental Health Initiative into the Overall Mission otherwise there are competing prioritiesLead Change – Owner/Leader/Management should be VISIBLY Part of the Program



Leadership: Suicide Prevention Champions

Qualities to look for in Your Champions for Suicide Prevention:

Bring positive energy to the focus
Have good communication skills
Have knowledge or be willing to learn
Enjoy teaching and/or sharing information
Ability to be flexible and work with others

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In addition to Owner / Management – Identify some Champions at your workplace.



Leadership: Educating Employees

“Training is a Process, Not an Event” – SST

1. QPR – Question, Persuade, Refer: https://qprinstitute.com/
2. LivingWorks’ training safeTalk:  https://www.livingworks.net/
3. The Suicide Prevention Resource Center : 

https://www.sprc.org/training
4. Mental Health First Aid:  

https://www.mentalhealthfirstaid.org/take-a-course/

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This quote is from Sally Spencer Thomas / who CFMA has had as a speaker in the past … they have an excellent presentation where I got this quote.Of these training classes  listed, I personally tried the Living Works ($29 well spent!) and greatly benefitted.  I feel prepared to help someone in distress and recommend it as a good base knowledgeThese others listed are examples too with good base knowledge to arm your people – managers and or / champions on what do in the event they notice someone in distress. These are not a One an Done but should be an ongoing process including culture, training, and ongoing conversation

https://qprinstitute.com/
https://www.livingworks.net/
https://www.sprc.org/training
https://www.mentalhealthfirstaid.org/take-a-course/


Safety Culture: Beyond OSHA
• OSHA is Making a Difference.  Before the Occupational Safety & Health Administration 

Act, 40 workers on average e were dying at work daily, or 14,600 annually. 
• Currently on average 13 workers are dying per day or 4,764 in 2020.  Still too many, but 

with focus and attention it has improved!
• Death by Suicide is 10X this number but with focus and attention in the workplace we 

can make a positive impact.
• Safety Programs must include health & wellness including Mental Health and Suicide 

Prevention.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Things are getting better regarding workplace safetyWe can improve on the mental health and suicide preventionBe Proactive Consider the Whole Worker = Employee is both Physical and Mental



Poll Question #5

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Has your company incorporated mental health topics into the ongoing safety talks?  **Have response % Yes, % Yes but not enough or % No 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is an EXCELLENT safety bulletin from OSHA that can be used for a safety talkEveryone can make a difference and be confident to help with suicide prevention.  Let’s remove the stigma talking about mental healthKnow the warning signsAsk them if they are OK?  Ask them if they are thinking about suicide?If they are in crisis, do not leave them alone .  Let them know you care.Connect them with help -988 etc.



Safety Culture: Enterprise Engagement

A company’s culture is a shared attitude, beliefs and 
practices demonstrated by workers at all levels of the 
company.

A positive safety culture connects everyone to common 
goals and goes beyond procedures and rules.  

Behavior based safety expert, E. Scott Geller defines a 
TSC total safety culture as one where “everyone feels 
responsible for safety and pursues it on a daily basis.”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Why are we talking about safety culture?We need to take  hard look at the Work Environment in Construction.What kind of workplace are we creating and/or allowing to occur?  Many companies I have worked with over the years, have had a written safety program – but sadly, in the field – IRL , in real life Supervisors were not enforcing the rules or worse is telling the workers to do unsafe acts to get the job done ……..Safety and Risk Management must be something that matters  - and by matters I mean measured, rewarded if done and has consequences if not done.  Too often, I have seen workers “getting the job done” at the expense of their health and safety.    To often also, I have seen incident investigations that point to “employee misconduct” as the root cause. Do employees fail to follow rules?  Yes, true.  However, was that injury a result of him doing it wrong for the first time – usually not – there is often a habit of doing it unsafe for a while – with “nothing ever happened before” 



Safety 
Culture:  
Health & 
Wellness

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is from Psychology 101 … for those of you who took it and might remember … it is Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs.Consider::: Are my workers very basic physiological needs being met???… We had the example of Workers Getting Angry because of Heat.  Are we providing them Shade, Water, .. Are we paying them a livable wage?  A fair wage for the work they are doing?  Next, are we providing a safe workplace?  Do we provide the PPE and safe workplace?  Or are we asking the worker to put him/herself at risk just to “get the job done?  Are we valuing the work more than the worker?  Please remember the general duty clause and the duty to provide a safe workplace….The lack of these two basic tiers .. Can lead persons to experience great distress.Then, we talk about as sense of belonging and psychological safety –are we thanking appreciating and making the worker feel supported & good about the work they are doing.When 1-3 accomplished _NOW workers are feeling their best about work.  Ready to do their best for their company.



Safety 
Culture: 
Employee 
Engagement

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Similar to the slide before, we see This image is modeled after Maslow’s Hierarchy of needs and demonstrates how a the more the workers needs are met – the more they are engaged at work leading to higher job satisfaction, sense of community bonding to the workplace, self respect and esteem which also results in the most productivity and loyalty to the company.  A win-win-winWe spend so much of our Time at Work – so it is not surprising that Good Employee Engagement not only helps the company but also positively impacts the Health of the Worker.  The strongest most effective safety culture are those where safety is a shared responsibility and Employees look out for one another 



Touch Points for Health & Wellness
Pre-Hire: Background Checks, Reference Checks, MVR Checks, Health Screenings, Computer 
Based Assessments and Interviews
Orientation: Overview of safe work expectations & resources available – In-House Partners 
or Mentors, Medical Plan Resources, EAP 
Post-Incident: Response Plan, WC Claim/Nurse Mgmt. Partners, EAP
Annual: Review Benefits and Resources available, Provide Health Screenings including for 
Mental Health
Ongoing: Employee Appreciation and Bonding Opportunities, Small Tokens of Appreciation, 
Periodic Formal and Informal Check-Ins

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Each of these are an opportunity to check on our employees and to provide them with tools to be healthier … not only physically but mentally too.Even pre-hire you can begin the process.  I know another Safety Consultant that learned about his Diabetes because he was required to take a physical for pre-hire evaluation.Orientation ..include a review of benefits and the EAP #.  Have them go ahead an put it in their phones.Postvention – be prepared and have a plan for I the worst happens.  Learn about your EAP and medical benefits before something happens so you are ready.Annually – you review your benefit elections .. Remind folks of these health/EAP benefits and provide medical screening and mental health screenings (some are even online)Ongoing – We have talked about how important it is for Employees to feel connected and appreciated to make that a part of your ongoing plans to show support



Safety Culture: Care & Incentives

“People Do Not Care How Much You Know, Until They Know 
How Much you Care” – Theodore Roosevelt

• Management must get to KNOW their people
• Brother’s Keepers Mindset
• Mentorship Programs
• Give Thanks for All Worker for their Efforts not just Outcomes
• Incentivize and Recognize Safe Work

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These are all examples of HOW to make your culture supportive 



Strong Safety 
Culture

Shared values

Contribution 
and 

engagement 
from all levels

Transparency

Continual 
education

Proactive rather 
than reactive 

solutions

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
All the parts together



Poll Question #6

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Does your company conduct employee engagement or company culture surveys?  % Yes we have once or twice% Yes we do them regularly % No we have never **Good employee engagement makes a huge difference in better mental health – sense of purpose for the worker and loyalty to the company.  



Programs & Resources: Insurance Health Plans

• Access to mental health has been improving, since the passing of 
Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act in 2010,  and the 
Mental Health Parity and Addiction Equity Act of 2008, and 
additional updates in 2016. *Deductibles and co-payments and 
treatment limitations e.g., number of visits or days of coverage that 
must be no more restrictive 

• However, not all plans are created equal – check your plans!  
• Many of the Mental Health Issues discussed today are conducive to 

Cognitive Behavioral Therapy which work great Online/Video 
**Consider Therapy & Mental Health Checkups like you think about 
Physical Checkups and Exercise

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Access to mental health is still challenging but is getting better thanks to these government initiativesHowever,  still need to read closely and compare plans … they are not all the same!Online Telehealth is a good option for Mental Health …I looked into BetterHelp Online Therapy I heard advertised on multiple suicide related Podcasts.  They offer help by text/phone/video call.  This is not for acute distress but more of a preventive or less urgent care.**In some cases they are covered by Insurance (depends on the plan) but their pitch is that their per hour rate is typically around $60 / $90 often less than deductiblesConsider getting a therapist before you have serious issues to give time to establish a relationship and get comfortable Look at it like exercise and/or physical checkups!



Programs & Resources: EAPs

• Employee Assistance Programs are another great resource for mental health help.

• EAP are available – as standalone programs, part of Medical Plans, as part of Life/other Ancillary Benefits. 

Medical Allsavers Yes $0 HealthiestYou

UHC Fully Insured 51-150 Yes 3 EAP visits
Cigna Yes 3 EAP visits
Aetna NO Sold Seperately PEPM
Humana YES all products unlimited

Ancillary Sunlife 26+ YES ER paid Life, STD or LTD - also sold seperately
Metlife YES Grief only - full EAP is premium load with ER paid Life or LTD

RSLI 10+ YES Grief only with ER paid life - Full EAP available with ER paid life or LTD with premium Load
Guardian YES 3 lines of coverage with 1 ER paid - also sold seperately 
Principal YES ER or VOL paid LTD or STD 
Principal 50+ NO ER paid Life - premium load
Mutual of Omaha 10+ YES ER paid Life or LTD
BCBS(Dearborn) 50+ YES ER paid LTD - also sold seperately with 1K minimum premium

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Employee Assistance Programs are another great resource for mental health help.EAP are available – as standalone programs, part of Medical Plans, as part of Life/other Ancillary Benefits. Our group benefits person conducted a poll on some main carriers who might offer EAP for your company ….Many include it at no additional cost to the regular plan… SEE YESHeadings for this chart:Type // Carrier // Size Group needed /// Included // Special Details 



Programs & Resources: Crisis & Postvention

• Emergency Plans should include 
procedures and plans for WHO respond 
and HOW the company will respond if an 
employee expresses suicide ideation or 
experiences the death of a loved one by 
suicide

• Be sure your employees have the EAP / 
Medical Plan phone numbers and know 
how to access provider lists

• Consider local community resources – ex. 
places of worship for support and 
counseling



Construction Industry Alliance: Suicide 
Prevention

Level I – Basic Steps 
toward establishing a 
program to address 
employee mental health 
& suicide prevention

1
Level II – Grows the 
Initial Steps into deeper 
commitment to the 
process

2
Level III – Outlines Steps 
to Incorporate into 
Company Culture to 
address Mental Health 
& Suicide Prevention

3

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As previously mentioned, the construction industry has been identified as a having these issues.  For that reason, the Construction Industry Alliance has developed key tools to help businesses reduce the factors that are leading to suicide for construction workers. There are Action Items sliced into Three Levels or Steps.Level One is for those who may not have any or very little health/mental illness consideration in their program – just getting started.Level Two – will be action items for those who have already begun to make changes and are ready to take even larger strides to confront and work towards prevention Level Three are for companies who are ready and committed to make a regular focus on mental health and suicide prevention into the company culture.  This document is very simple steps and my recommendation especially for those considering where to START!



Additional Resources

• Construction Industry Alliance for Suicide Prevention  CIASP - Home Page 
(preventconstructionsuicide.com)

• Center for Workplace Mental Health  Workplace Mental Health - Suicide 
Prevention

• CDC Suicide Prevention | Suicide | CDC
• National Alliance on Mental Illness Home | NAMI: National Alliance on 

Mental Illness
• The National Action Alliance for Suicide Prevention(theactionalliance.org)
• Courage to Caregivers: https://www.couragetocaregivers.org/

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These are some of the key places where we gathered facts and tools we recommend to get more information. 

https://preventconstructionsuicide.com/index.php
https://www.workplacementalhealth.org/Mental-Health-Topics/Suicide-Prevention
https://www.cdc.gov/suicide/index.html
https://www.nami.org/Home
https://theactionalliance.org/
https://www.couragetocaregivers.org/


Michael Macomber
mmacomber@adamsins.com

Faith Boren
Faith.Boren@adamsins.com

ADAMS INSURANCE
713-869-8346

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Those suffering from thoughts of SUICIDE need us to provide HOPE We can help them remember that there are solutions , that things will change, that they are OK and cared for.They are experiencing pain .. Sometimes physical sometimes not but definitely pain is a prevalent theme for those who express suicide thoughts.Hang On Pain �Ends *Remember to share the 988 number and this message of HOPE

mailto:mmacomber@adamsins.com
mailto:Faith.Boren@adamsins.com
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